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## Unit 1: England now and then

### Way in
- understand information about historical places in England.
  - It's more than 4,000 years old. They came from France.

### Station 1
- give and understand directions.
  - Excuse me. Is there a baker's near here? Go past the church. Then walk down the second street on the left.
  - Giving directions - revision: simple present

### Station 2
- talk in more detail about where you live.
  - I live in ... It's a town. It's in the north of Germany. In the past there were mines here.
  - Describing where you live - revision: simple past

### Reading corner
- understand a story from the past.

### Mediation
- pass on information about the history of a sport.

### Film corner
- understand a film about Greenwich now and in the past.

### Checkpoint
- Wissen und Strategien anwenden; den Lernstand überprüfen.

### Extra training
- Tips und Strategien zum Leseverstehen

### Unit 2: Adventures in Wales

### Way in
- understand information about free-time activities in Wales.
  - I'd like to go canoeing. Many people in Wales speak Welsh.

### Station 1
- present information about a sport.
  - Rock climbing is an interesting sport. It's quite easy. You can learn the rules quickly. You must wear a helmet.
  - Talking about a sport - adjectives and adverbs

### Station 2
- make an emergency call.
  - It's an emergency! I need an ambulance. I think he has a broken bone. His leg is bleeding. She's burnt her hand.
  - An emergency call - present perfect

### Reading corner
- read a report from a school website.

### Mediation
- pass on information about a free-time activity.

### Film corner
- understand a film about an adventure in Wales.

### Checkpoint
- Wissen und Strategien anwenden; den Lernstand überprüfen.

### Extra training
- Wissen wiederholen und festigen

### Writing skills
- Tips und Strategien zum Schreiben von Texten
### Unit 3: Made in Scotland

**Way in**

- Understand information about Scotland.
  - Lots of inventors were born and worked in Edinburgh. Scotland has some beautiful mountains and lakes.

**Station 1**

- Present information about an inventor.
  - Bell was born in Edinburgh in 1847. He opened a school for people who couldn’t hear well.
  - A short biography – relative pronouns

**Station 2**

- Talk about different kinds of holidays.
  - I’d love to stay in this bed and breakfast. If we stay at a campsite, we’ll freeze!
  - Talking about places to stay – if-sentences 1

**Reading corner**

- Understand a comic strip about a battle.

**Mediation**

- Pass on information about food.

**Film corner**

- Understand a film about an experiment.

**Checkpoint**

- Wissen und Strategien anwenden; den Lernstand überprüfen.

**Extra training**

- Wissen wiederholen und festigen

**Dictionary skills**

- Tipps und Strategien zur Benutzung eines Wörterbuchs

---

### Unit 4: In Northern Ireland

**Way in**

- Understand information about Northern Ireland.
  - You can see a lot of murals in the city. We visited the Giant’s Causeway in the summer.

**Station 1**

- Give advice to a friend.
  - I’m really fed up! If I lived in a B & B, I’d probably hate it too.
  - Writing an e-mail – if-sentences 1

**Station 2**

- Buy things and have a conversation in a small shop.
  - What would you like? Anything else? It’s less expensive than that one.
  - Going shopping – comparing things – showing interest during a conversation

**Reading corner**

- Understand a newspaper report about a disaster.

**Mediation**

- Pass on information about a B&B.

**Film corner**

- Understand a film about a conflict.

**Checkpoint**

- Wissen und Strategien anwenden; den Lernstand überprüfen.

**Extra training**

- Wissen wiederholen und festigen

**Speaking skills**

- Tipps und Strategien zur mündlichen Bildbeschreibung
Unit 5: Welcome to Ireland

Way in

... understand information about Ireland.
Ireland isn't part of the UK. There are many famous Irish bands. St Patrick's day is on 17th March.

Station 1

... talk to people in a host family.
We always have cereal for breakfast. Dad is cooking.
Writing text messages - simple present and present progressive

Station 2

... plan a journey by public transport.
We needn't buy tickets. You mustn't be late. The bus may not be on time.
Telling somebody how to get to a place - modal auxiliaries

Reading corner

... understand a story about moving to another country.

Mediation

... pass on information about an actor.

Film corner

... understand a film about music lessons.

Checkpoint

... Wissen und Strategien anwenden; den Lernstand überprüfen.

Extra training

Wissen wiederholen und festigen
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